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Internal pressure and surface tension of bare and hydrogen
coated silicon nanoparticles

T. Hawa and M. R. Zachariaha)

Department of Mechanical Engineering and Department of Chemistry, University of Maryland,
College Park, Maryland and National Institute of Standards and Technology, Gaithersburg, Maryland

~Received 12 May 2004; accepted 2 August 2004!

We present a study of internal pressure and surface tension of bare and hydrogen coated silicon
nanoparticles of 2–10 nm diameter as a function of temperature, using molecular dynamics
simulations employing a reparametrized Kohen–Tully–Stillinger interatomic potential. The internal
pressure was found to increase with decreasing particle size but the density was found to be
independent of the particle size. We showed that for covalent bond structures, changes in surface
curvature and the associated surface forces were not sufficient to significantly change bond lengths
and angles. Thus, the surface tension was also found to be independent of the particle size. Surface
tension was found to decrease with increasing particle temperature while the internal pressure did
not vary with temperature. The presence of hydrogen on the surface of a particle significantly
reduces surface tension~e.g., drops from 0.83 J/m2 to 0.42 J/m2 at 1500 K!. The computed pressure
of bare and coated particles was found to follow the classical Laplace–Young equation. ©2004
American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1797073#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Nanoclusters of silicon are of considerable interest d
to their potential application in optoelectronics. At this leng
scale, quantum confinement effects play an important rol
the electronic properties which has prompted studies in
derstanding the change in electronic and transport prope
of materials and the structures as a function of size.1–4 Of
course, the desirability of these materials places a burde
developing methods for preparing them in the desired s
shape, and purity. Nanoparticles and nanocrystals of Si
be prepared by plasma enhanced chemical va
deposition.5–7 Laser ablation of Si wafer8 and thermal vapor-
ization of melted Si~Ref. 9! may also be used to prepare
nanoclusters. In many cases these methods result in a si
oxide layer on the nanoclusters which may be removed
etching with Hydrofluoric~HF!.

For production of nanoparticles by gas-phase conde
tion processes, the high concentrations of fine partic
causes rapid coagulation. The ultimate size of the sphe
primary particles and the growth of agglomerates are de
mined by the competition between the time for partic
particle collisions and coalescence.10 Particles will coalesce
before another collision event occurs when the character
collision time between particles is smaller than the char
teristic coalescence time. On the other hand, chain ag
gates will be formed when the collision time is less than
characteristic coalescence time.

tcoalescence,tcollision→Spherical particle,

tcoalescence.tcollision→Agglomerate.

a!Author to whom correspondence should be addressed. Electronic
mrz@umd.edu
9040021-9606/2004/121(18)/9043/7/$22.00
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In principle then, by either controlling the characteris
coalescence time or the collision time it is possible to con
the particle morphology and particle size. The two most o
vious ways to control the primary particle size is to eith
change the characteristic collision time by dilution or chan
the coalescence time by changing particle temperature.

Another strategy, however, would be to make partic
particle collisions nonreactive. In a recent molecular dyna
ics study Hawa and Zachariah11 showed that the presence o
a hydrogen passivation surface on silicon nanoparticles~size
200–6400 Si atoms at 300–1800 K! resulted in particle
bounce during collision even when the particles were liq
droplets. That work also showed that there was a criti
approach energy for reaction which increases with increas
particle size but decreases with increasing particles temp
ture.

The rate at which two colliding particles coalesce h
been modeled by both phenomenological12–17and molecular
dynamics methods18 which has resulted in simple to appl
kinetic laws. For example, the characteristic coalesce
time calculated from a solid state diffusion model is writt
as12,13,15

t f5
3kTpN

64psD
, ~1!

whereTp is the particle temperature,N is the number con-
centration,D is the solid-state diffusion coefficient reporte
as an Arrhenius function of the temperature,16 and s is the
surface tension of the particle. For viscous flow, the coa
cence time is given by17

t f5
hdp

s
, ~2!il:
3 © 2004 American Institute of Physics
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wheredp is the diameter of the particle andh is the tempera-
ture dependent viscosity.

In looking at the above two kinetic laws it is appare
that surface properties play an important role. The driv
force for coalescence is in fact the minimization of the s
face free energy and it is not surprising then that surf
tension appears as a parameter in both equations, and
diffusion constant is obviously important in the solid-sta
coalescence event.

Given that the driving force for coalescence is the mi
mization of the surface free energy, it is important to und
stand the effect of hydrogen surface passivation on the
face tension and the diffusion coefficient of the particles
well as the role of particle size. Although hydrogenat
amorphous silicon has found a variety of technological
plications, and has been studied extensively,19 these previous
studies focused on the electronic and optical properties,20–26

thin film growth,27,28and the deposition of clusters on hydr
genated surface.29–38To our best knowledge, surface tensio
and diffusion coefficient of hydrogenated Si nanopartic
have not been reported on.

In this paper we investigate the role of hydrogen pas
vation on physical properties, such as surface tension, in
nal pressure, and surface diffusion. We use classical mol
lar dynamics simulation using the reparametrized Kohe
Tully–Stillinger ~KTS! potential for the silicon-hydrogen
system.11,39

II. COMPUTATIONAL MODEL
AND SIMULATION PROCEDURE

Recent geometric optimizations and molecular dynam
~MD! simulations based on an empirical tight-binding a
proach for fully and partially hydrogenated Si nanocryst
showed that the structural properties were not very size
pendent, unlike electronic properties.40,41However, hydroge-
nation has been shown to stabilize the structure of Sin clus-
ters (n52 to 10! through termination of dangling bonds.42

Prior studies using molecular dynamics have been use
study surface energies of nanoclusters. For example, stu
of solid and liquid silica particles show that the surface te
sion was independent of particle size over a wide range
temperature.43 On the other hand, MD studies of Lennar
Jones~LJ! clusters44 and a variable charge transfer MD fo
aluminum45 showed that surface tension decreased with
creasing particle size.

This study involves atomistic simulations using classi
molecular dynamics. For this study we use the repara
etrized KTS interatomic potential for the silicon-hydrog
system developed by Hawa and Zachariah.11 This inter-
atomic potential for silicon was originally developed b
Stillinger and Weber46 and extended by Kohenet al.39 to
include Si-H and H-H interactions. Similar sets of potent
energy functions have also been developed by Murty
Atwater,47 Ohira and co-workers33,34,36 and Ramalingam
et al.37 where a Tersoff-type potential48–51 was extended to
describe interatomic interactions in the Si:H system. T
extended version of the Tersoff potential has been tested
cessfully for its accuracy in describing the Si:H system
several earlier studies; however, the simulation of liquid s
Downloaded 03 Nov 2004 to 129.2.63.242. Redistribution subject to AIP
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con has not been well described by the potential.48 By con-
trast, the reparametrized KTS potential, which is the
tended spherical wave Stillinger and Weber~SW! potential,
was designed to describe interactions in both solid and liq
forms of silicon. Since most synthesis processes leadin
cluster formation occur at high temperature, cluster grow
by coalescence is dominated by liquidlike characterist
and the accuracy of the SW potential increases with incre
ing particle size or temperature, we use this potential fo
for our investigations. The reparametrized KTS potential
ergy is a sum of two and a three-body interactions, and
details of the model and its parameters are given in the
erature~Hawa and Zachariah!.11

All simulations were run on an Origin computer runnin
up to 16 processors. The trajectories of all the atoms
determined by integrating the equation of motion accord
to the velocity form of the Verlet algorithm52 with rescaling
of atomic velocities at each time step to achieve tempera
control. Time steps of 0.5 and 0.05 fs were typically used
both pure silicon, and for hydrogen coated particles to ens
energy conservation, and the Verlet neighbor list with par
lel architecture was employed in all the simulations. T
neighbor list was renewed every ten steps. The simulati
take place in a spherical cavity of 10 nm radius with
elastic boundary condition.

The first step in the equilibration process was to prep
pure silicon particles of various sizes~2, 3, 4, 6, and 10 nm
diameters! ~200, 800, 1600, 6400, 25 600 Si atoms! at 300 K.
After the angular momentum was removed, the particle te
perature was raised to 2100 K using constant tempera
MD for 50 ps. The particle temperature was then reduc
slowly to 300 K and equilibrated for 50 ps. The next st
was to coat the particles with hydrogen atoms. Since
particles were already equilibrated, almost all surface ato
had a coordination number of three. A hydrogen atom w
placed on each surface silicon atoms at a distance of 1.5
prepare fully hydrogen coated particles, while the parti
temperature was maintained at 300 K for 10 ps. Any hyd
gen atoms that were released from the surface were rem
from the simulation, and the dynamics repeated for 10 ps
a result, the numbers of hydrogens placed on the silicon
ticles composed of 200, 800, 1600, and 6400 Si atoms
74, 211, 367, and 785, respectively. For the preparation
partially hydrogen coated particles, appropriate number
hydrogen atoms were randomly removed from the partic
and the dynamics repeated for 10 ps for equilibration. Af
generating the hydrogen monolayer on the silicon partic
the temperature of the particles was slowly raised to the
sired temperatures of 1000, 1500, or 1800 K and maintai
at constant temperature for 50 ps. For the last step in
preparation process, the simulations were switched to a c
stant energy calculation for 20 ps. If the average tempera
of the particle deviated by more than 10 K over this perio
the equilibration process was repeated until the particle t
perature deviated by less than 10 K. An external and cro
sectional view of an equilibrated nanoparticle, consisting
6400 Si atoms, coated with 785 H atoms, corresponding
roughly a 6 nmparticle are shown in Fig. 1. The propertie
such as radial pressure, density, surface tension, and diffu
 license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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9045J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 121, No. 18, 8 November 2004 Internal pressure and surface tension of nanoparticles
ity were computed, and the pressure and density were a
aged by collecting 200 snapshots over 40 ps.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Density

The radial density distributions for fully and 50% hydr
gen coated and bare 4 nm silicon particles at 1500 K
shown in Fig. 2. The hydrogen density profiles of both 100
and 50% coated particles show that the maximum value
the hydrogen density is achieved at the surface of the sili
particle and that no hydrogen exists inside of either parti
The peak value in hydrogen densities occurs at the s
radial location independent on hydrogen coverage. Natur
the magnitude in density of the 50% coating is lower th
that of a fully coated particle and the ratio of the areas un
the distribution curves of the fully coated particle to that o
50% coated particle is two. The fact that the higher cover
condition seemed to have a density profile that was wid
and biased toward the interior of the particle, might indic
that the silicon atoms that have hydrogen attached are m
likely to sit out of the surface, while the unpassivated ato
recede toward the interior. On the other hand, the silic
density profiles for all bare, fully, and partially coated pa
ticles are indistinguishable except near the surface. P
work using an empirical tight-binding approach for studyi
the structure of fully and partially hydrogenated Si nanocr
tals (Si,706 atoms) found that there was only a very sm
lattice strain, of the order 1024 to 1023,41 in agreement with
x-ray diffraction measurements,40 and confirms that the den
sity profiles should be independent of surface coverage.

FIG. 1. A 6 nm hydrogen-coated silicon nanoparticles (6400 Si1785 H
atoms!: ~a! external view,~b! cross-sectional view.

FIG. 2. Radial density profiles of fully and 50% hydrogen coated and b
4 nm silicon particle at 1500 K.
Downloaded 03 Nov 2004 to 129.2.63.242. Redistribution subject to AIP
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ure 3 shows the density profiles of 3 and 6 nm bare silic
particles at 1800 K. It can be seen that the average dens
do not depend on the size of the particles. The average
sity of the particle at 1800 K is about 2.57 g/cc, and the va
is consistent with the density recently measured for bulk p
molten silicon~2.55 g/cc!.53 Our studies show neither par
ticle size or hydrogen surface coverage have an effect
silicon particle density.

B. Diffusion

Self-diffusion coefficientD is calculated from the slope
of the atomic mean-square displacement~MSD!:

MSD5
1

N (
i 51

N

@r i~ t !2r i~0!#2, ~3!

D5
1

6

d

dt
~MSD!, ~4!

whereN is the number of atoms in the particle andr is the
position of each atom. Since the curvature in the MSD
ward an asymptote results from the finite nature of the cl
ter, the self-diffusion coefficient can be evaluated from t
initial slope of the MSD in Eq.~3!. Figure 4 shows the self
diffusion coefficients of both bare and fully hydrogenated
nm particles at 1000, 1500, and 1800 K. We find that
presence of hydrogen on the surface of a silicon part
slightly increases the diffusivity of silicon atoms of a coat

e

FIG. 3. Radial density profile for a 3 and 6 nmhydrogen coated silicon
particle at 1800 K.

FIG. 4. Self-diffusion coefficients of both bare and coated 6 nm particle
1000, 1500, and 1800 K.
 license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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particle by about 5–15% over the temperature ran
sampled. Since our reparametrized KTS potential is an
tension of SW potential, our results show agreement with
earlier work by Zachariahet al.54 who used the SW potentia
for Si clusters up to 480 atoms. By comparing the simulat
results with the experimental data of surface se
diffusion,55–57they found substantial discrepancy in the bu
experimental data. The SW potential is known to underp
dict the binding energy in bulk silicon that would tend
increase the computed surface diffusion coefficient. Ho
ever, their results showed agreement with those of tig
binding molecular dynamics.58

The self-diffusion coefficient of hydrogen atoms is al
shown in Fig. 4. We find that hydrogen diffusivity is esse
tially the same as that of silicon diffusivity. Variable tem
perature scanning tunnel microscope~STM! measurements
on low hydrogen coverage silicon films at temperatures ra
ing from 300 to 700 K showed that individual hydroge
atoms became mobile at around 570 K, and that rate of h
ping along the dimer rows was consistent with an activat
energy of 1.6860.15 eV.59 In a related study, an uppe
bound of D(T5740 K) ,1029 cm2/s was obtained.60

Reideret al. employed an altogether different experimen
approach and found effectively the same barrier heightEa

51.560.2 eV) and a preexponential factorD0 of
1023 cm2/s using the method of second-harmonic diffracti
from adsorbate gratings.61 Using these experimental value
we estimate a diffusion coefficient~hopping! for H at 1000 K
of ;2310211 cm2/s, which is much lower than our simu
lation results of the self-diffusion coefficient of hydroge
atoms in Fig. 4. This implies that the surface hydrogen m
bility directly reflects the mobility of its silicon anchor, an
H hopping rate is negligible at our temperature range, re
tive to Si self-diffusion.

C. Pressure

The internal pressures are computed using the Irvi
Kirkwood pressure tensor extended to a spherical symme
system as shown by Thompson.44 The normal component to
the spherical surface of the pressurePN(r ) is given by

PN~r !5PK~r !1PU~r !, ~5!

where PK(r ) and PU(r ) are kinetic and configurationa
terms, respectively, and are given by

PK~r !5kBTr~r !,
~6!

PU~r !5S21(
k

f k ,

wherekB is Boltzmann constant,T is a particle temperature
S is the area of spherical surface of radiusr, and f k is the
normal component of the force between an atomic pair
ing across the surfaceS. We introduce 800 subspherical ca
culation surfaces in the spherical computational cavity of
nm radius, to compute the configurational term of press
for every subsphere surface. The accuracy of this metho
pressure computation depends on the number of at
within the subsphere, and therefore quickly diminishes w
decreasing radius.
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The radial internal pressure distributions for 2 to 10 n
particles at 1500 K are shown in Fig. 5. We see that
internal pressure distributions are very sensitive to the siz
the particle at a fixed temperature. The internal pressure
creases with decreasing particle size, consistent with the
ternal pressure profile reported for silica.43 The effect of tem-
perature are reported in Fig. 6, and show that inter
pressure is independent of the particle temperature, e
though the kinetic contribution to the normal pressurePN

depends linearly on the temperature. This result is also c
sistent with the study for silica reported in the literature43

The details of these results and its relationship to the w
known Laplace–Young equation will be differed, so as
present results on surface tension as these effects are re
The radial pressure distribution at 1000 K shows oscillatio
near the core of the particle. This is a manifestation of
fact that the number of atoms within the subsphere calc
tion surface decreases as the inverse cube of the radial
tance inward, thus providing poor statistics, and the fact t
since the particles are solidlike the atoms have poor mobi
If we could integrate for long enough, one should expect
see the oscillations disappear as they have for liquidlike p
ticles.

Figure 7 shows the pressure profiles of bare, 50%,
fully coated 6 nm particles at 1500 K. The presence of h
drogen on the surface reduces the internal pressure of
coated particle by about 40%. In the definition of th
Irving–Kirkwood pressure tensor, the attractive forces mak

FIG. 5. Radial pressure profile for 2–10 nm silicon particles at 1500 K

FIG. 6. Radial pressure profile for 6 nm silicon particles at 1000 a
1500 K.
 license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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9047J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 121, No. 18, 8 November 2004 Internal pressure and surface tension of nanoparticles
negative contribution to the pressure, while repulsive for
make a positive contribution. Thus a decrease in pres
indicates that the bond lengths of all atoms in the particle
on average elongated by the presence of hydrogen on
surface of the particles.

Figure 8 shows that the average bond length for surf
atoms for both bare and coated silicon as a function of p
ticle size at 1500 K. We can clearly see that the average b
lengths of hydrogen coated particles are longer than thos
bare particles for all sizes. Moreover, both average surf
bond length initially increases with increasing particle si
but that the size dependence disappears by about 4
~;2000 atoms!. It is known that the average bond leng
tends to become shorter with decrease of the coordina
number.62 The similar tendency in the average coordinati
number has been also pointed out in our previous stu
~Zachariahet al.54!.

The average bond lengths of inner 1800 silicon atoms
bare and fully coated particles at 1500 K are 2.4928 a
2.4944 Å, and the ratio of the difference to the bond len
of bare particles is 6.431024, in agreement with the strain
of 1024 to 1023 obtained from tight-binding calculation o
silicon crystals41 and x-ray diffraction measurements.40

D. Surface tension

The surface tensions is computed using the mechanic
approach reported by Thompsonet al.44

FIG. 7. Radial pressure profile for 6 nm bare and 50% and fully coa
silicon particles at 1500 K.

FIG. 8. Average bond length of bare and hydrogen coated surface si
atoms as a function of particle size at 1500 K.
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r 3
dPN~r !

dr
drG1/3

, ~7!

wherepG is gas pressure outside the particle andpL is pres-
sure inside the particle. Since almost all contribution to
surface tension comes from the surface pressure, we
mated thepL as the average pressure near the surface of
particle andpG can be ignored.

The surface tension as a function of particle size
shown in Fig. 9. It is interesting to note that the surfa
tension does not depend on particle size, and is qualitativ
consistent with the study for silica.43 Since the surface ten
sion depends on both the calculated pressure and de
profiles, the accuracy of the surface tension diminishes w
decreasing particle size.

Thompsonet al.44 and Sonwaneet al.45 in their work
reported that surface tension for Lennard-Jones clusters
aluminum, respectively, decreased with decreasing par
size. We believe the distinction between LJ and alumin
versus silicon and silica can be attributed to the nature
bonding. Silica and silicon are covalent structures, wh
bonding is highly directional. Changes in surface curvat
and the associated surface forces are not sufficient to sig
cantly change bond lengths and angles. This implies that
nature of covalent bonded surfaces is to first order size
variant. In contrast LJ and possibly metals are more able
find different bonding configurations as the surface curvat
changes, thus resulting in changes to surface energy
function of particle size.

In order to evaluate this argument, we ignore the thi
body effect in the reparametrized KTS potential so that
potential behaves like an LJ cluster. Figures 10 and 11 sh
the radial internal pressure distribution for various parti
sizes, and the surface tension as a function of the particle
at fixed temperature. Both the pressure and surface ten
values are normalized by the maximum values obtained
the simulation. The internal pressures obtained are qua
tively similar to that obtained with the full potential~see Fig.
5!. However, the surface tension shows a size depende
that is similar to that observed by Thompsonet al. for LJ
clusters and Sonwaneet al. for aluminum. This implies that
indeed, consistent with our conjecture, directionally bond

d

on

FIG. 9. Surface tension of bare silicon particles as a function of particle
at 1000, 1500, and 1800 K.
 license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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materials should not show any size dependent surface
sion effects.

From Fig. 9 we also see that the surface tension
creases with increasing particle temperature for the pure
con particles. This trend is also observed for hydrogena
particles shown in Fig. 12. Since we have shown that surf
tension is size invariant, results presented in Fig. 12 are
averages of results for 2 to 10 nm particles. The surf
tension is the energy required to incrementally increase
surface area. Since it is easier to increase surface are
higher temperatures when the atoms are more mobile,
surface tension must decrease with increasing tempera
Experimental results63 of surface tension of bulk silicon as
function of temperature are also plotted in Fig. 12 and sh
the same temperature dependence and are of similar m
tude ~;15%!.

Figures 9 and 12 also show the role of hydrogen ato
on surface tension. With increasing hydrogen coverage
surface tension decreases. Conceptually the surface tens
a bulk measure of the energy of a surface atom relative
interior atoms. At the atomic scale the attractive forces
tween atoms interior to a particle are shared with all nei
boring atoms. However, those on the surface have fe
neighboring atoms above the surface, and exhibit stron
attractive forces upon their nearest surface and subsur
neighbors. Since this enhancement of the interatomic att

FIG. 10. Radial pressure profile neglecting the third body term for vari
sizes for at 1500 K.

FIG. 11. Surface tension neglecting the third body term for various s
particles at 1500 K.
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tive forces at the surface is called as surface tension,
presence of hydrogen atoms on the silicon surface produ
attractive forces above the silicon surface and reduces
surface tension of the silicon particle.

Since the surface tension is a measure of the energ
surface atoms, which can be changed by the nature of
surface termination bond, one can in principle tune surf
tension through attachment of an appropriate ligand. For
ample, if we arbitrarily change the bond energy of Si–H
half its nominal value, we get the result shown by the sym
~X! in Fig. 12, which is an increase in surface tension
about 30%. Since the surface tension is a key paramete
the kinetics of nanoparticle coalescence as described by
~1! and~2!, the use of surface manipulation may afford a ne
opportunity which to this point has been unexplored to aff
growth rates of gas phase generated nanoparticles.

Finally we turn our attention to the well know
Laplace–Young equation, which is widely used for drople
to describe the relationship between pressure, surface
sion, and size:

pL2p052s/r . ~8!

Figure 13 shows the pressure change as a function of ra
using Eq.~8! at 1500 K and compares it with the intern
pressure obtained from Fig. 7. We can see that the inte
pressure computed from Laplace–Young equation is in
cel-

FIG. 12. Surface tension of bare and partially and fully coated silicon p
ticles with experimental results and the case of a half Si–H bonding ene

FIG. 13. Comparison of pressure obtained from Laplace–Young equa
with Irving–Kirkwood pressure tensor.
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lent agreement with our MD results for both the coated a
uncoated cases, with the exception of very small part
sizes. The results from Fig. 13 also imply the Laplac
Young equation is valid for surface coated particles, i.e., n
homogeneous particles. Extrapolation of Eq.~8! to very
small clusters imply increasing internal pressure to the p
of a pressure singularity. In fact, the concept of a surf
tension would itself come into question for very small pa
ticle sizes. For the purposes of this study we conclude t
over the range of 2–10 nm, the phenomenological desc
tion provided by the Laplace–Young equation is valid.

IV. CONCLUSION

Classical molecular dynamics using the reparametri
three-body KTS potential was used to study the internal p
sure and surface tension of bare and hydrogen coated si
nanoparticles. Simulations were performed over a w
range of particle diameters between 2–10 nm and at a t
perature of 1000, 1500, and 1800 K. It was found that in
nal pressure increases with decreasing particle size bu
independent of particle temperature. Surface tension
creases with increasing particle temperature but is indep
dent of the particle size. We believe that this result should
generic to covalent bonded structures, whose bond len
and angles are not easily changed, by changes in sur
curvature and associated surface forces. It was observed
the presence of hydrogen on the silicon particle has li
effect on surface diffusion, but significantly decreases b
internal pressure as well as surface tension. The inte
pressure of both bare and coated particles was found to a
with Laplace–Young equation.
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